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MIDNIGHT BUTTERFLY 
 
I come and go with a mind of my own 
Midnight Butterfly 
Like the flow of love you can’t control 
Midnight Butterfly 
 
Flutter by Midnight Butterfly 
 
I break the rules, and take no fools 
Midnight Butterfly 
Just play it cool or your heart will be my next jewel 
Midnight Butterfly 
 
Flutter by Midnight Butterfly 
Flutter by Midnight Butterfly 
And everyone loves to see how fragile I can be 
 
Soul to soul, that’s how I roam 
Midnight Butterfly 
Like the wind, everywhere is my home 
Midnight Butterfly 
 
Flutter by Midnight Butterfly 
 
Flutter by Midnight Butterfly 
Everyone loves to see how fragile I can be 
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LET’S NOT CALL IT LOVE 
 
Burn me like wood 
Burn me up 
Burn me hot and good 
But let’s not call it love 
 
(Chorus) 
Call it passion or bliss 
Call it crush or wish 
Call it rapture or luck 
But let’s not call it 
Let’s not call it love 
 
Kiss me like your first 
Kiss me like the one and only 
Kiss me like your last thirst 
But let’s not call it love 
Let’s not call it love 
 
(Chorus, repeat refrain 3x) 
 
(Spoken) 
From the deepest dark where I dreamed you might be 
Eclipsed for a year or eternity 
Comes the perfect harmony 
Treacherous but sweet 
 
Take me in your arms 
Take me tenderly 
Take me with your charms 
Take me, take me, take me 
 
I wonder if you’ll get me 
I wonder if you would 
I wonder if you’ll catch me  
I wonder if you could 
 
(Chorus, repeat refrain 3x) 
 
(Spoken) 
Now angels flock like hungry sheep 
Sacrificing their lofty sleep 
And strangers stop to listen for words we cannot speak 
Even rhymes and all of time fall at my feet 
Scent and sound of holiness – all that remains 
 
(Outro) 
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MOMENT/MEMORY 
 
A moment… 
A sip of wine… 
Memory floods 
into my mind 
 
Like a wave so high 
it could drown daylight 
Like a wind so wild 
it could tear down night 
 
Like a breath of air 
so cold, it burns 
Like word so long 
it can never be learned 
 
Like a deep root that reaches 
right through the dirt 
and grows a tree 
on the other side of earth 
 
A moment… 
A sip of wine… 
My soul bathes 
in blue divine 
 
Like a pool so deep 
you can dive forever 
Like a promise you keep 
in a nightingale’s feather 
 
Like a fire so strong 
it could vaporize the ocean 
Like a perfect song 
can harmonize emotion 
 
Like the unexpected swerve 
of a wished-upon star 
curves a little closer 
and you open the jar 
 
La la la  
La la de da (x4) 
 
A little closer… 
A wished-upon star 
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STARS CROSS 
 
Wish upon a falling star 
Wonder where you are 
I could wish my life away 
But I won’t go that far 
 
(Chorus) 
Stars cross 
Love is lost 
All the angels cry 
My wings shake 
Soul aches 
I’m going to fly 
And I won’t try anymore your heart to take 
 
Once we brought the sun to shame 
Burning, spark to flame 
Wonder why the heavens turned 
Our love eclipsed in vain 
 
(Chorus) 
Stars cross 
Love is lost 
All the angels cry 
My wings shake 
Soul aches 
I’m going to fly 
And I won’t try anymore 
No I won’t break 
 
Wish I may, wish I might 
rearrange the night 
and orchestrate celestial fate  
Beneath the moon’s shimmering light 
 
(Chorus) 
Stars cross 
Love is lost 
All the angels sigh 
My wings shake 
Soul aches 
I’m going to fly 
And I won’t cry anymore 
No I won’t break 
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FREE MY HEART 
 
I….. I have waited 
Many moons, anticipated 
a love like thunder to set my heart free  
I’m under cover, in the dark with my dreams 
 
I…. can’t wait one day longer 
I can’t make the aching much stronger 
Tell me: Who cast this spell? Who holds the key? 
Who is the taker, the breaker, the one who can set my heart free? 
 
(Chorus x2) 
Free my heart 
Please set me free 
Free my heart 
Fly with me 
 
(Instrumental) 
 
So much sorrow even the sun turns blue 
Come tomorrow, my words might cut through 
But if they don’t, maybe I won’t last a day 
And then I’ll borrow one more nightsong to say: 
 
(Chorus) 
Free my heart 
Fly with me 
Free my heart…. 
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HEAVEN IN MY VIEW 
 
Winds blow, I’m in the throes of passion 
Dancing about with no direction 
Romancing a dream, perhaps it’s true 
Cursed and blessed with heaven in my view 
 
(Chorus) 
I’ll be flying through the night 
Tempting dreams to come to life 
And I won’t miss one chance to feel 
Heaven coming over me 
No turning around 
If I break the case and make the chase…. 
 
The moon burns hotter than the day could shine 
Rising so fast, so wild and right 
Each star, one more yearning spark 
in a twilight sky, igniting my heart 
 
(Chorus) 
I’ll be flying through the night 
Tempting dreams to come to life 
And I won’t miss a chance to feel 
Heaven coming over me 
No turning around 
If I break the case and make the chase right now 
 
Evening calls, everything falls away 
My soul cries, but wings are in its place 
A whisper, I shiver to the bone 
You’re not here, but I’m not alone 
 
(Chorus) 
I’ll be dancing with the moon 
Tempting dreams to all come true 
And I won’t miss a chance to feel 
how the night can set me free 
No turning back now 
When I break the case and make the chase right now 
 
I’ll be dancing with the moon 
Tempting dreams to all come true 
Blessed with heaven in my view (x3) 
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BUTTERFLIES DON'T BLEED / HEARTBREAKER 
 
Heaven calls but all I see 
is steady rain tonight 
It fills my eyes where a tear might be – 
If only I could cry 
 
So if you’ve come with thoughts to keep 
My soul, it has no deed 
I’m a Heartbreaker, heartbreaker, Heartbreaker, Heed: 
Butterflies, butterflies, Butterflies don’t bleed 
 
Half a moon, I’ve got half a mind 
to split in two – or three 
One for you, one for the wind I ride 
One for my destiny 
 
So if you’ve come my fate to seal 
it’s much too late to plead 
I’m a Heartbreaker, heartbreaker, Heartbreaker, Heed: 
Butterflies, butterflies, Butterflies don’t bleed 
 
(Bridge) 
(Instrumental) 
 
Leaves scatter like shattered glass 
and summer ends like this 
My aching falls to the frosted grass 
as I taste one last kiss 
 
So if you’ve come to take me home 
there’s one thing you should know: 
I’m a Heartbreaker, heartbreaker, Heartbreaker, Heed: 
Butterflies, butterflies, Butterflies don’t bleed 
 
(Bridge x2) 
 
(Instrumental w/ Chorus) 
Don’t think about me, don’t think about this song 
Don’t listen, don’t feel, don’t even remember me when I’m gone 
Don’t make a promise, don’t do it for keeps 
Don’t analyze me, don’t move, don’t reach 
Don’t rescue your notion of dignity 
Don’t conjure one emotion for me 
Don’ cry me a river, those tears won’t mean a thing…. 
 
(Outro) 
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IN BETWEEN BLUE MOONS  
 
In between blue moons, I rise and fall 
with frost then fever, then, it seems, nothing at all 
In between, I bask in memories and dreams 
disregard that you’re not here with me 
 
(Chorus) 
In between blue moons 
In between blue moons 
In between blue moons 
 
In between blue moons, I think so much 
Sun burns hot and turns me into dust 
I spill into an ocean of love untamed 
It bends, I blend, the potion fills my veins 
 
(Chorus) 
 
(Bridge) 
I wait until the next blue moon with you 
I wonder if it never comes 
can I withstand the news 
I ache in expectation like a bruise 
I hunger so, I go outside 
to check the sky for clues 
 
(Instrumental) 
 
In between blue moons, rhymes come and go 
moving in a rhythm all their own 
In between, the chords call out your name 
forged in staves upon the milky way 
 
(Chorus/Vamp) 
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THREE DAYZ IN HEAVEN 
 
I shiver in the midnight heat  
Quiver from my heart’s beat 
Flutter as the moon sings 
Something’s taken over me, and wings are on my feet 
 
Is it spirit, or vampire? 
Illness, or profound desire? 
Water cannot cool me, yet I freeze 
Wizards cannot fool me, yet I’m spellbound in the breeze 
 
(Chorus) 
Three days 
Can’t get my feet to the ground 
Three days 
‘til I can feel anything at all 
Three days 
I float 
Three days 
I fly 
Three days 
in heaven 
and you’re the reason why 
 
As I vow to never come back down 
Drifting on soul, I bump into a cloud 
With gems in my mind, and glitter in my hair 
Magic spills from me everywhere 
 
(Instrumental) 
(Chorus) 
 
When I touch earth, questions begin 
Love or lust? Blessing or sin? 
All I want is for two to be one 
For heaven to fall and live under the sun 
 
(Chorus) 
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QNA:PNP 
 
Spoken: 
Staring into space, entranced and filled with grace 
I dance upon some notes – they fall like snow, in a flurry 
I feel warm but a chill runs up and down my spine 
daring me to believe in love we lost, once upon a hurry 
 
Questions on your mind 
Ties we fail to bind 
Bet and lost it all 
and we find our bridge on fire 
Well, we’ve all been burned 
by those yet to learn 
Best to judge all souls 
by the love they give and earn 
 
Do you hear the wind? 
Feel the rain on your skin 
A world weeps in fear 
Let love begin 
 
(Chorus) 
Ah, Love’s a mystery 
Ah, But it’s plain to see 
Ah, Love’s a mystery 
Ah, Coming up in me 
 
When our future seems to be 
a card up someone’s sleeve 
Baby, don’t you know 
It’s up to you and me 
Do you hear the wind 
high above the din? 
Jump into this song 
Let love-light in 
 
(Chorus) 
 
What you keep but to hide 
weaves a storm so wild 
Like wars and tyranny 
that steal the people blind 
Nothing left to lose 
Some things we can’t choose 
But if we tell the truth 
We justify these blues 
 
(Chorus / Ad lib / Outro)) 
 


